S E A LE V E L R I SE
THE CHALLENGE
As air temperatures warm, the base sea level
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to rise about 24 inches (+/– 12 inches) by 2100,
though other studies suggest it could rise
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about the upward trajectory of sea level, scientists are still learning how fast, or slow, change
will occur. Regardless, as the base sea level
increases, many challenges and risks currently
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experienced in the Skagit area will likely
become more frequent and more severe.

Sea level rise increases coastal flooding and erodes bluffs and dikes; raises groundwater levels;
decreases farmland drainage; and affects ecosystems and habitats.
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Rising sea levels can cause storm waves to
become larger and more likely to overtop
dikes and erode coastal bluffs and bulkheads.
Flooding and erosion are expected to increase
in the coming decades resulting in more
frequent disruptions to major transportation
corridors, bluff erosion and wave-induced
landslides, and damage to property.

Samish Bay at high tide
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Factors that Affect Local Sea Level
• Amount of water in ocean basin (includes ice)

• Atmospheric pressure

• Water temperature (warmer water expands)

• Ocean circulation

• El Niño years (and other natural climate patterns)

• Land subsidence and uplift

• Bathymetry (shore slope affects wave height)

• Wind and storms

NOTE: Sea, tide, and storm surge levels are for illustrative purposes only and do not depict actual or projected levels.

SC2 AS A PROVEN RESOURCE
Predicting changes in sea level and the potential associated impacts is very challenging. SC2
scientists are integrating information related to sea level rise, storm surge, sediment transport
and deposition, groundwater levels, and wave energy specific to the Skagit Bay and delta.
Farmers, drainage district managers, restoration practitioners, local governments, and residents
need this critical understanding to inform sea dike, tide gate and levee maintenance and strategies to reduce long-term costs, plan for future drainage, ensure restoration projects will deliver
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their intended benefits, and protect their homes and infrastructure. Scientists are currently
working with partners to: monitor groundwater wells; improve accuracy of levee height data
and inundation models; validate model projections of changes in groundwater; inform restoration planning; and, help identify and prioritize information needs and future actions.

LOOKING FORWARD TO MORE SOLUTIONS, MORE ACTION
SC2 has the knowledge and ability to provide flood managers, delta residents, and farmers
with inundation maps and associated vulnerability assessments that show the potential
combined effects of sea level rise and increasing flood risk. We can respond to concerns
about farmland drainage by implementing high priority research regarding sea level rise
scenarios combined with sediment deposition and flooding in the delta. To understand
ecosystem impacts and marsh sustainability, SC2 seeks to simulate the effects of sea level
rise and changes in river flow using estuary marsh accretion and empirical vegetation
prediction models.

The Skagit Climate Science Consortium (SC2)
SC2 is a nonprofit 501c(3) organization consisting of scientists working with local
people to assess, plan, and adapt to climate related impacts. Composed of research
scientists from universities and federal, municipal, and tribal governments and
agencies working in the Skagit basin, SC2 members seek to understand how the
landscape, plants, animals and people may be affected by changes in the patterns of
rain, snow, temperature, storms and tides.

www.skagitclimatescience.org
Visit our website to learn more about who we are, what
we do, and the various resources we can provide.
Or contact Carol MacIlroy:
cmacilroy@gmail.com or 206–293-4741.

